Skyjack Recognizes the Oldest Working Platform

Skyjack announced the winner of its Quest2013 to find the oldest working machine produced in its 30-year history.

Skyjack launched the year-long search at last year's Rental Show in Las Vegas and included most regions of the world, including South America and Asia.

Finally the oldest surviving machine, a SJ006-10, was tracked down in Skyjack's home country of Canada. Kraner Electrical, a Guelph, Ontario-based company, had purchased the used SJ006-10 at Bolton Auction House in May 1996. But the machine, with a serial number of 00E, originally dates back to 1985.

Skyjack awarded Kramer its prize of a new SJJIII 3219 scissor lift (19-ft working height) at this year's Rental Show in Orlando. Matthew Kraner also picked up a commemorative Quest13 jacket in front of the winning Skyjack SJ006-10 scissor lift.